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Wikipedia$

Gamma?ray$bursts$(GRBs)$are$flashes$of$gamma$$

rays$associated$with$extremely$energeHc$$

explosions$that$have$been$observed$in$distant$$

galaxies.$They$are$the$most$luminous$electro?$

magneHc$events$known$to$occur$in$the$universe.$Bursts$can$last$from$

ten$milliseconds$to$several$minutes,$although$a$typical$burst$lasts$20–

40$seconds.$The$iniHal$burst$is$usually$followed$by$a$longer?lived$

"aPerglow"$emiQed$at$longer$wavelengths$(X?ray,$ultraviolet,$opHcal,$

infrared,$micro$and$radio).$Most$observed$GRBs$are$believed$to$

consist$of$a$narrow$beam$of$intense$radiaHon$released$during$a$

supernova$event,$as$a$rapidly$rotaHng,$high?mass$star$collapses$to$

form$a$neutron$star,$quark$star,$or$black$hole.$$



“Black$hole$kills$star$and$blasts$3.8$billion$light?year$

beam$at$Earth”$(UW$press$release$on$work$of$A.Levan)$



Light$curves$for$some$others$



Our$proposal$

•  KinemaHcs:$our$entry$into$the$region$

illuminated$by$a$conHnuous$emiQer$

•  No$cataclysm$required$

•  We$demonstrate$it$in$de$SiQer$space$



De$SiQer$space$

•  The$hyperboloid$

$in$5?dimensional$Minkowski$
space$$

•  Ric$=$Λg,$Λ$=$3/α2$$

•  Picture$from$Moschella$

•  Let’s$scale$metric$so$α=1$

•  The$Hme?like/null$geodesics$are$
the$intersecHons$with$2?planes$
through$0$of$slope$>/=$45o.$
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The de Sitter kinematical group coincides with the Lorentz group of the ambient spacetime
SO(1, 4). As for the sphere, there are no commutative translations on the de Sitter manifold. This
fact is source of considerable technical di!culties in the study of de Sitter Quantum Field Theory.

The relationship between the de Sitter universe and the geometry of the sphere is deeper than
a mere analogy. Indeed, for imaginary times

x0 ! ix0

the (Euclidean) de Sitter manifold (see Figure 5) is a sphere and the Euclidean de Sitter group is
the rotation group SO(5). A study of the complex de Sitter manifold with applications to Quantum
Field Theory has been described in [7].

The de Sitter geometry finds its most important physical applications in cosmology. In cos-
mology one usually “breaks” the general relativistic covariance and singles out a special coordinate
system: there is a natural choice of “cosmic time” that makes the universe appear spatially homo-
geneous and isotropic at large scales. This property is mathematically encoded in the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker line element:

ds2 = dt2 " a(t)2dl2. (6)

The spatial distance dl2 describes the geometry of a homogeneous and isotropic space manifold:
either S3, R3 or H3.

In this respect the de Sitter geometry is rather special: due to the maximal symmetry and
the topology of the de Sitter manifold, all three possible FRW cosmologies can be realized on de
Sitter by suitable choices of the cosmic time coordinate (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Various choices of cosmological coordinates. Black curves represent hypersurfaces of con-
stant cosmic time. Blue curves are timelike geodesics. The red manifold represents a closed FRW
model with a contraction epoch followed by an expansion epoch. The light blue manifold is an
exponentially expanding flat model. The yellow represents a hyperbolic open model.

The simplest choice of time is the coordinate x0 (see Figure 7).
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Another possible choice of time is x0 + x4 (see Figure 8). The time parameter is introduced
by the relation x0 + x4 = Re

t

R ; with this coordinate only one half of the manifold is covered.



Anosov$property$
•  Time?like$geodesic$flow$on$de$SiQer$space$is$Anosov$(uniformly$

hyperbolic):$there’s$a$spligng$of$the$tangent$bundle$to$the$space$of$unit$

Hme?like$tangent$vectors$into$the$direct$sum$of$the$flow$direcHon$and$

bundles$E+,$E?$such$that$all$displacements$in$E+$contract$like$e?t$$in$forwards$

proper$Hme$and$similarly$for$E?$in$backwards$Hme.$

•  One$proof:$Jacobi$equaHon$v”$=$Mv$=$?R(u,v,u)$for$perpendicular$displace?

ment$v$to$geodesic$with$unit$tangent$u.$$Tr$M$=$?Ric(u,u)$=$?Λg(u,u)$=$Λ.$$

RotaHonal$symmetry$about$u,$so$v”$=$Λ/3$v,$and$v$=$v+$e?t$+$v?$et$.$

•  Another$proof:$unstable$manifold$W?$(integral$submanifold$of$E?)$is$given$

by$the$tangents$to$y=cst$on$t=0$in$expanding$flat$slice$coordinates$(t,y):$$

$x0$=$sinh$t$+$r
2/2$et,$x1$=$cosh$t$?$$r

2/2$et,$$

$xj$=$e
t$yj$,$where$r

2$=$Σyj
2$(for$the$geodesic$y=0$at$t=0).$

•  So$most$pairs$of$geodesics$separate$exponenHally$in$$

$both$forward$and$backward$Hme.$
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Null$geodesics$between$Hme?like$

geodesics$in$de$SiQer$space$
•  Seems$not$to$have$been$treated$fully$(despite$de$SiQer,$Weyl,$fashion$

in$the$1950?60s…)$

•  Given$a$receiver$geodesic$r$(wlog$y=0)$and$an$emiQer$geodesic$e,$
there$is$a$(future?preserving)$isometry$M$such$that$e$=$Mr.$$Para?
metrise$them$by$their$proper$Hmes$tr=t$and$te=u,$then$the$set$of$pairs$
(t,u)$with$a$future?poinHng$null$geodesic$from$e$to$r$is$given$by:$

$?(a$sinh$u$+$b$cosh$u)$sinh$t$+$(c$sinh$u$+$d$cosh$u)$cosh$t$=$1$

$with$a$sinh$u$+$b$cosh$u$<$sinh$t,$

$where$[a$b$\\$c$d]$is$the$top$block$of$M.$$Constraints$$

$(ab?cd)2$≤$(a2?c2?1)(b2?d2+1),$both$factors$non?negaHve$and$a≥1.$

•  Can$write$in$terms$of$T$=$exp$t,$U$=$exp$u,$as$

$ $$–ATU+BT/U+CU/T?D/TU=2,$$

$with$A,B,C,D≥0$a$linear$transformaHon$of$a,b,c,d.$$Causal$soluHon$$

$ $T=(U+sqrt[BD+(1?BC?AD)U2+ACU4])/(B?AU2)$for$U<sqrt[B/A]$



General$features$
•  There$is$a$first$t*$(T2=D/B)$aPer$

which$e$becomes$visible$to$r$(u$
starts$at$?∞)$[when$we$enter$$$$
π(W?(e))]$and$a$last$u*$(U2=B/A)$
from$which$emissions$can$be$
seen$by$r$(as$t$+∞).$

•  u(t)$monotone$increasing$$

•  ExcepHonally,$D=0,$t*=?∞$
(backward$asymptoHc)$or$A=0,$
u*=∞$(forward$asymptoHc)$or$
B=0,$t*=+∞,$u*=?∞$(past?
asymptoHc$to$anHpodal).$$

•  Weyl$did$not$like$t*$finite$and$
declared$that$no$emiQers$
follow$such$geodesics:$BIG$
MISTAKE$in$our$opinion!$
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We are interested in the causal connecting null geodesics, ie those for which

sinh(t) ⇤ � sinh(u) + ⇥ cosh(u).

This condition can be expressed as

T � 1/T ⇤ (AU � B/U) + (CU � D/U).

Use (3) to write CU �D/U = 2T + (AU �B/U)T2 and substitute this into the causality
condition to obtain

1/T ⇥ B/U � AU.

Since U, T > 0, this requires B > AU2 and then the causality condition is

T ⇤ U/(B � AU2).

This selects the positive square root in (11) and automatically gives T > 0.

To summarise, there is a causal connecting geodesic from given u on the emitter iff
eu = U <

�
B/A (interpreted as +⇧ if A = 0); its arrival time t is given by

et = T =
U +

�
BD + (1 � BC � AD)U2 + ACU4

B � AU2 .

A typical Mathematica plot of the resulting relation between u and t is reproduced in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Emitter time u against receiver time t

Note that as u ⌅ �⇧ (U ⌅ 0) then T ⌅
�

D/B, so t ⌅ t� = 1
2 log(D/B). So if

D > 0 there is a first receiver time t� at which the emitter becomes visible. For U

u$as$a$funcHon$of$t,$with$origin$$

shiPed$to$(t*,u*),$for$a$sample$$

emiQer$geodesic$



Red/blue?shiP$
•  RedshiP$z$defined$by$1+z$=$dt/du$=$U/T$dT/dU$
•  ωr/ωe=$1/(1+z)$=$du/dt$

•  z$goes$from$?1$(infinitely$blue)$to$+∞$(infinitely$
red)$as$t$goes$from$t*$to$+∞.$$

•  1+z$~$t?t*$as$t$decreases$to$t*.$$
•  z>0$for$all$but$a$bounded$interval$of$t.$Time$of$
passage$through$z=0$is$defined$by$(UT)2=D/A.$

•  BlueshiP$period$$$
•  ExcepHonally$z$goes$from$0$to$∞$(backward$
asymptoHc)$or$?1$to$0$(forward$asymptoHc),$or$
jumps$across$0$(intersecHng$geodesics).$$
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du/dt = 1 (or z = 0 in (14) then the B and C terms both disappear and we obtain:

(19) � AUT + D/UT = 0 or UT =
⌃

D/A

Substituting back in (3) yields:

�
⇥

DA + B
⌃

A/DT2 + C
⌃

D/AT�2 �
⇥

AD = 2

or

(20) B
⌃

A/DT4 � 2(
⇥

AD + 1)T2 + C
⌃

D/A = 0

which is a quadratic in T2 . The larger solution T0 is on the causal light ray. So

T2
0 =

1 +
⇥

AD +
⌃

1 + 2
⇥

AD + AD � BC
B
⌃

A/D

where T0 = et0 .

Thus we can see that the received light starts at t⇥ infinitely blueshifted and drops to
zero blueshift at t0 and thereafter is redshifted. The difference tB = t0 � t⇥ is the
blueshift period given by:

(21) tB =
1
2

log
1 +

⇥
AD +

⌃
1 + 2

⇥
AD + AD � BC⇥

AD
This can be rearranged as

tB = log

�

⇤
⌥

1 +
⇥

AD +
⇥

BC
2
⇥

AD
+

⌥
1 +

⇥
AD �

⇥
BC

2
⇥

AD

⇥

⌅

a form similar to one that we shall use later.

2.7 Case analysis

There is apparently a 4–parameter family of pairs to consider parametrised by (�,⇥, ⇤, ⌅)
or equivalently (A,B,C,D), but one can shift the origins of u and t along the geodesics
so really there is only a two-parameter family of pairs, the two important parameters
being the products AD and BC .

This can also be seen geometrically by using the equivalence with hyperbolic 4–space.
Recall that a geodesic in deS is the intersection of the hyperboloid with a plane through
the origin. The plane determining a time-like geodesic meets the copy H4 of hyperbolic
4–space, given by x2

0 �
⇧4

i=1 x2
i = 1 and x0 > 0, in a (hyperbolic) line. The group



Received$Flux$

•  The$received$flux$Φ$=$P/((1+z)ρ)2,$where$P$is$the$emiQer$power$
per$unit$solid$angle$and$the$“corrected$luminosity$distance”$ρ$
accounts$for$geometric$expansion$of$the$bundle$of$rays.$

•  In$de$SiQer$space,$ρ$is$given$by$change$in$affine$parameter$
along$the$null$geodesic$scaled$to$equal$elapsed$Hme$in$emiQer$
frame$iniHally.$$Thus$$

$ $ρ$=$1?(C/T?AT)U.$

•  ρ$starts$at$1$(de$SiQer$radius)$at$t*:$large$apparent$distance$is$
offset$by$Lorentz$transformaHon$of$isotropic$emission$into$a$
narrow$forward$beam$(angle$2(1+z)).$$

$dρ/dU$=$(AD?BC)/sqrt[BD]$at$U=0,$$

$and$ρ$goes$to$+∞$with$t.$

•  Hence$if$P=cst,$Φ$starts$infinite$
$and$its$integral$over$t$diverges$

$because$Φ$~$P/(t?t*)2$$
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AT � C/T and we have

(17) � = (AT � C/T + 1/U)U = 1 + (AT � C/T)U.

The equation makes it clear that if B,D > 0 then � starts at 1 (when U = 0, equivalently
u = �⇧) and goes to infinity as u ⌅ u⇥, t ⌅ ⇧. � decreases initially if BC > AD
whereas it goes to infinity monotonically if AD ⇥ BC . It may seem strange that � begins
from 1 but isotropic emission in the emitter frame maps to emission strongly beamed
along the emitter velocity in the receiver frame. As t ⌅ +⇧, � is asymptotically
proportional to T = et . So

(18) � ⇤

�
⌅⌅⇤

⌅⌅⇥

P
(t � t⇥)2 for t just after t⇥

Pe�4t

A2B2 as t ⌅ +⇧.

Typical plots of � against t (intensity plot) and z against � (Hubble plot) are given in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Left: received flux Phi as a function of receiver time t ; right: Hubble plot (redshift z
against luminosity distance �)

2.6 Blueshift period

We now look for points t0 where z = 0 (ie dt/du = 1) which represent the boundary
where blueshift changes to redshift or vice versa. Differentiate (3) wrt t and set



For$a$real$emiQer$

•  EmiQer$power$P$is$not$constant,$probably$has$a$start$
date,$may$go$through$a$supernova$phase$and$is$
probably$an$integrable$funcHon$of$emiQer$Hme$u$

•  So$Φ$doesn’t$really$start$infinite,$nor$have$infinite$
integral,$but$sHll$can$have$a$large$iniHal$peak$

•  Received$energy$per$unit$area$from$Hme$t*$to$t$is$

•  Large$if$ρ$decreases$to$a$small$value$before$going$to$+∞$

•  This$favours$the$region$of$short$blueshiP$period$BC$>>$
AD.$
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2.9 Received flux and blueshift period

For � large and ⇥ � [�1,+1] (25) gives the expansion:

tB =

⌅
1� ⇥

�
+

⇥

�
+ O

�
1

�3/2

⇥

so the shortest blueshift periods are for � large and ⇥ near 1, though for any value of ⇥ ,
tB ⌃ 0 as �⌃⌥.

[More generally (in terms of (A,B,C,D)) we have

tB ⌅

⇧
1 +

 
AD�

 
BC 

AD +
 

BC

for
 

AD,
 

BC large and with bounded diference, and tB is small if AD and BC are
large, with

 
BC near 1 +

 
AD.]

From (18) the received flux integrated between t⇥ and a nearby t behaves like
⇤ t

t�

1
(t � t⇥)2 P(u)dt

where P(u) is the power at emitter time u. But from (12) we have eu = U ⌅ (t�t⇥)
 

BD.
Changing variables and simplifying, the received energy per unit area is asymptotically
given by

 
BD

⇤ u(t)

�⇤
e�uP(u)du.

We suppose that this integral converges as for example it would if P(u) were integrable
and had compact support. Then the dependence on parameter is purely the factor 

BD = 1
2

 
�2 � ⇥2 . Thus the short blueshift regime (� large) is correlated with high

received flux.

Exact treatment, rather than the asymptotics for small t� t⇥, yields received energy per
unit area up to time t

(26)
⇤ u(t)

�⇤

DP(u)
T⇤3 (e�u +

T
D
� Ceu

D
) du

This makes clear that a strong enhancement is produced by ⇤ decreasing initially. Recall
that

⇤ = 1 + (AT � C
T

)U

so has fastest initial decrease if BC ⇧ AD. This is the regime �⇥ ⇧ 1, but ⇥ is limited
to |⇥| ⇤ 1, so is the regime � large, ⇥ near 1, ie the regime of short blueshift period.



Two?parameter$family$

•  By$isometries,$we$can$reduce$the$generic$case$

to$a=cosh$φ,$b=c=0,$d=cos$θ.$

•  Then$A=D=(a?d)/2$and$B=C=(a+d)/2$
•  And$shiP$origin$of$t$to$t*$for$the$plots$
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Figure 5: Blueshift period (vertical) as a function of � (top axis) and ⇥ (bottom axis)
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Figure 6: Received flux as a function of receiver time, for ⇥ = 4 and � = 0.15, 0.3, 0.4, 0.8
(top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right respectively)

of these observations. By varying the two parameters � and ⇥ we can reproduce the
typical single peak (possibly expanded) and double peak observed gamma ray bursts.
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of these observations. By varying the two parameters � and ⇥ we can reproduce the
typical single peak (possibly expanded) and double peak observed gamma ray bursts.



What$about$claims$to$measure$redshiP$

of$gamma$ray$bursts?$

•  Perhaps$an$artefact$of$intervening$dust?$



Hubble$plot$

•  z$v$ρ$
•  Note$z$~$ρ$as$t$$+∞.$$$

•  All$emiQers$for$which$the$
blueshiP$period$was$in$our$
distant$past$line$up$along$this$
asymptote.$$$

•  So$an$asymptoHc$Lemaitre?
Hubble$law,$with$H=1/de$
SiQer$radius.$
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2.6 Blueshift period

We now look for points t0 where z = 0 (ie dt/du = 1) which represent the boundary
where blueshift changes to redshift or vice versa. Differentiate (3) wrt t and set



Beyond$de$SiQer$
•  Anosov$systems$are$structurally$stable,$so$all$small$perturbaHons$of$the$

metric$have$close$Hme?like$behaviour.$

•  But$does$not$apply$to$null$geodesics.$

•  SHll,$expect$gamma$ray$bursts$from$same$mechanism$(our$entry$into$
region$illuminated$by$emiQer),$and$asymptoHc$Lemaitre?Hubble$law$
with$H$=$Lyapunov$exponent$

•  For$example,$Schwarzschild$?$de$SiQer$metric$$

$ds2$=$?Q(r)dt2$+$Q(r)?1dr2$+$r2dΩ2$with$$

$Q(r)$=$1$?$2M/r$–$r2/a2$>$0$in$rb<r<rc$$

$saHsfies$Ric$=$Λg$and$extends$beyond$r=rc$to$submanifold$

$X2$?$T2$=$k?2Q(r)$of$R5$with$$

$ds2$=$?dT2$+$dX2$+$b(r)dr2$+$r2dΩ2,$

$k$=$(rc
3?Ma2)/a2rc

2$≈$1/a,$b(r)$=$(1?k?2Q’(r)2)/Q(r)$≈$1$

$which$is$a$small$perturbaHon$for$M$small,$r>(Ma2)1/3$.$



Conclusion$

•  We$propose$gamma$ray$bursts$are$a$kinemaHc$

effect:$our$entry$into$the$union$of$the$forward$

light?cones$of$a$conHnuous$emiQer.$$No$cataclysm$

required.$

•  Also$Lemaitre?Hubble$law$does$not$require$big$

bang$

•  Can$we$revise$cosmology$further?$

$Explain$the$cosmic$microwave$background,$the$

proporHons$of$light$elements,$dark$sky$at$night?$



ObservaHons$

 



Standard$InterpretaHon$
•  Friedmann?Lemaitre?Robertson?Walker$universe$

•  ds2$=$?dt2$+$S(t)2$dr2$and$cosmic$flow$r=cst,$where$dr2$is$Euclidean,$
spherical$or$hyperbolic$(k=0,+1,?1).$

•  Then$1+z$=$S(tr)/S(te)$and$ρ$=$S(tr)$∫dt/S(t)$(for$k=0)$

•  e.g.$S(t)$=$eHt$implies$z$=$Hρ.$

•  S(t)$=$tα,$α=⅔$(maQer),$½$(radiaHon)$implies$(1?(1?α)ρ)α$=$(1+z)α?1.$

•  Can$infer$S$from$z$v.$ρ$via$S?1(1/(1+z))$=$tr$?$∫0
ρ$dρ/(1+z);$big$bang$$$$$$$

S(t*)=0$iff$integral$is$finite.$

•  ExtrapolaHng$back$from$observaHons$and$Friedmann$eqn$for$S$
implies$there$is$t*$≈$?13.7$billion$years$with$S(t*)=0.$

•  Even$if$allow$deviaHon$from$homogeneous$space,$Penrose?Hawking$
singularity$theorems$prove$backward$null$and$Hme?like$geodesic$
incompleteness$under$“trapping$surface”$condiHons.$



But$

•  FLRW$too$simplisHc$(cosmic$Hme)$

•  Penrose?Hawking$singularity$theorems$do$not$say$all#
null$and$Hmelike$geodesics$are$incomplete$

•  Could$Hubble’s$law$arise$instead$from$staHsHcal$
assumpHons$about$inhomogeneous$distribuHon$of$
maQer$and$chaoHc$trajectories?$$Perhaps$via$some$
ergodic$theory$about$accumulaHon$of$redshiP$along$
null$geodesics.$

•  As$a$simple$starHng$point$to$ensure$hyperbolicity,$we$
included$posiHve$cosmological$constant.$

•  And$hit$on$an$explanaHon$of$gamma$ray$bursts$(as$well$
as$Hubble’s$law).$


